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Abstract—Traditional neurosensor arrays are constructed from
passive metal electrodes that require one read-out wire for each
sensor. The space required for wiring has become a critical
bottleneck to increasing sensor count. It has been demonstrated
that an array of active graphene sensors can be operated using
less than one wire per sensor by using amplitude-modulation and
frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), but results have been
limited to measuring sub-kilohertz neural oscillations. In this
work, we demonstrate an active graphene field effect transistor
(GFET) electrode and FDM approach that can record spiking
patterns with frequency components in the kilohertz band as
required for single-neuron recordings, and combined sensor out-
puts on a single shared wire. Measured results include kilohertz
signal bandwidth recovered from modulation frequencies up to
90 kHz, negligible cross-talk between signals transmitted on a
shared output wire, and experiments showing that liquid-gated
active graphene sensors can be operated with carrier frequencies
up to 1 MHz. Long-term, megahertz carrier frequencies promise
sufficient frequency-domain spacing to multiplex dozens of kilo-
hertz neural signals on each shared output wire.

Index Terms—Amplitude modulation, biosensors, frequency-
division multiplexing, graphene

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical measurements of large populations of neurons
can elucidate how information is processed in the brain.
The need for such measurements is driving the development
of neural probes that can record signals from thousands of
sensors that are densely packed into a small area [1]. However,
neural probes with high sensor count and high sensor density
are challenging to connect to external electronics. Passive
electrodes require a dedicated wire for every electrode, and
active electrodes such as graphene transistors are typically
operated with more than one wire per sensor [2]. These wires
take up a large amount of space, limiting sensor density and
total signal count. Moreover, there are practical limits on the
number of wires that can be connected to recording hardware
outside the brain. As such, this wiring bottleneck is a major
obstacle to advancing neuroscience.

Multiplexing is a natural solution for decreasing wire count;
for neurosensing applications, however, multiplexing is still in
early development. One approach is to build active electrodes
in which a miniaturized CMOS amplifier is located underneath
every microelectrode site in the implanted probe [3]; in this
case, the silicon integrated circuit (IC) must be carefully
protected from salts in the physiological environment that
degrade performance [4]. Moreover, this IC-based approach re-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a 1×2 array of GFET neurosensors. The current output
from each GFET is an amplitude-modulated (AM) current, and AM currents
are summed on a single output wire.

quires thick crystalline silicon substrates (thickness ≫50µm),
which makes the sensors mechanically rigid. The mechanical
flexibility of neurosensors is a concern because long-term
insertion of rigid probes into the soft tissue of the brain causes
scarring, limiting long-term use and probe density [5], [6].

In contrast, active graphene-based field effect transistor
(GFET) sensors can be used to construct mechanically flexible
neural probes with significantly reduced wire count, employing
either time-division multiplexing [7] or frequency-division
multiplexing (FDM) [8], although prior work is limited to
sensing of neural activity at frequencies of 200 Hz or less.
Concurrent work has explored ways to optimize IC-based
readout designs for such multiplexed sensors [9]; in addition to
reducing wire count, such approaches can reduce the number
of needed analog-to-digital converters and readout hardware.

Graphene is an ideal transducer material for neurosensor
applications because the resistance of a graphene transistor
channel is sensitive to the local electrostatic environment, with
signal-to-noise ratios comparable to passive metal electrodes
[10], [11]. Changes in graphene resistance can be encoded in
an amplitude-modulated (AM) current, which can be trans-
mitted on a shared output wire, as shown in Fig. 1. Four
additional properties contribute to graphene’s unique potential:
graphene has unprecedented mechanical flexibility [12], [13],
graphene’s electrical properties are not degraded by long-
term exposure to physiological environments, healthy neuron
growth on graphene suggests excellent biocompatibility [14]–
[17], and graphene is optically transparent, therefore, simulta-
neous optical and electrical sensing is possible [18], [19].
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Fig. 2. Wafer design for multiplexing with two graphene FETs: (a) Illustration
of one 1× 2 array of GFETs. (b) Optical microscope image of a GFET;
the graphene channel is visible in between the source and drain electrodes,
electrodes and leads are passivated with SU-8. (c) Photograph of the 75 mm
wafer with electrolyte in the two liquid gates.

In this work, we show that a GFET-based FDM detection
scheme can record spiking patterns with frequency com-
ponents in the kilohertz range. We further demonstrate a
new dual-liquid-gate geometry for in-vitro testing mimick-
ing independent neuron firing. We confirm that the modula-
tion/demodulation process does not meaningfully degrade the
signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor and demonstrate the absence
of crosstalk between signals transmitted on a shared output
wire. Lastly, we evaluate opportunities to scale the system by
determining the frequency bands available for multiplexing.

II. GRAPHENE NEUROSENSOR DEVICES

A. Device Fabrication and Characterization

Prototype GFET active electrodes were fabricated on fused
silica wafers. An illustration of one sensor pair is shown in
Fig. 2a; Fig. 2b shows a microscope image of a single GFET
device. The exposed channel dimensions are W =L= 50µm.
A measured transfer curve for a GFET device is shown in
Fig. 3. The wafer design consists of 23 pairs of GFETs that
each share a common drain for collecting multiplexed current.
While a 1× 2 structure is used for testing, this is scalable
to 1×N as limited by available bandwidth, as discussed in
Sec. II-D. If a larger N ×N array was used, N2 sensors could
be addressed with 2N wires, such that the number of wires
would be substantially less than the number of sensors. The
goal of this work is to first characterize properties of a small
FDM-GFET array to inform the design of larger arrays.

Electrodes were defined using photolithography and de-
posited using electron beam evaporation (5 nm Cr, 40 nm Au).
After metal lift-off, single-layer CVD-grown graphene (ACS
Material) was added to the wafer via a wet transfer process

Fig. 3. Measured transfer characteristics of a GFET. The curve has been av-
eraged over many cycles and smoothed with second-order LOESS smoothing.

[20]. Graphene was patterned using photolithography and
oxygen plasma etch. After the graphene and electrodes were
formed, the metal electrodes were encapsulated with a pho-
topatterned layer of SU-8 polymer (SU-8 2002, Microchem).
The SU-8 thickness was 1.4µm. The SU-8 protects the source
and drain leads from contacting the electrolyte, and forms
hydrophobic rings to hold the two pools of electrolyte (Fig. 2).

B. Independent Liquid-Gate Measurement Setup

Each pair of GFET active electrodes in the array has two
independent liquid gates. These gates were used to send
independent signals to two GFET sensors, mimicking the
action potentials of two independent, localized neurons. A pair
of Ag/AgCl electrodes was used to apply the gate voltages to
the two liquids. A signal generator (Rigol DG822) was used
to control the gate signals and the dc offset of the gates. An
additional signal generator applied the ac source-drain bias to
each channel with an rms amplitude of 21 mV to act as the
carrier (see Fig. 1). The multiplexed current was amplified with
a low-noise current amplifier (Femto DLPCA-200) using a
gain setting of 106 V/A and bandwidth of 500 kHz, and filtered
through a custom anti-aliasing low-pass filter.

The analog current data was converted to a digital signal
by a DAQ (National Instruments USB-6343) and saved for
further processing. For most of the experiments described here,
the data sampling rate was fsample = 500 kHz and the anti-
aliasing filter cutoff was fcut-off = 150 kHz. To generate AM
signals, Vsd1 and Vsd2 were driven at carrier frequencies fc1
and fc2, respectively. Recorded modulated output signals were
demodulated digitally in MATLAB.

C. Liquid-Gated Active Electrode Measurement Results

1) Two-channel pulse-based measurements: For the data
shown in Fig. 4, two test signals mimicking action potentials
from two individual neurons were applied to the two liquid
gates. Each test signal consisted of a series of 2 mV Gaussian
pulses with full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 2.2 ms
and 20 ms spacing between pulses. The pulse trains applied
to gate 1 and gate 2 were offset by 10 ms so that crosstalk
between channels, if non-negligible, would be easily observed.
The dc offsets of gate 1 and gate 2 were set to -120 mV (∼
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed signals from multiplexed operation of two GFETs.
Amplitude-modulated currents were produced in each channel, with fc1 =
81 kHz and fc2 = 91 kHz. FWHM of the Gaussian peaks is 2.2 ms.

-100 mV from the Dirac point) to maximize transconductance,
dI/dVg. The sensors were operated in multiplexed AM mode
(Fig. 1), with carrier frequencies fc1 = 81 kHz and fc2 =
91 kHz. The amplitudes of the reconstructed signals were
1.9±0.1 mV for CH1, and 1.7±0.1 mV for CH2, and the noise
in the reconstructed signal (Fig. 4) is 100µVrms for CH1 and
110µVrms for CH2 for a 1 kHz bandwidth. The baseline noise
is intrinsic to the device (not introduced by multiplexing) and
could be lowered with improved fabrication [11]. There is no
observable crosstalk between the two channels. We also tested
spike patterns that overlapped in time. We reduced the offset
between the gate-1 pulse train and the gate-2 pulse train from
10 ms to 0.8 ms. The SNR was unchanged and no crosstalk
was observed. Overall, Fig. 4 demonstrates that single-neuron
action-potentials with frequency components ∼1 kHz could be
multiplexed and recorded using this approach.

Our system for sending independent signals to each
graphene sensor differs from the previously published methods
to test crosstalk in a multiplexed graphene-based neurosensor
array. In [8], for example, the authors used polyelectrolyte
droplets that were inkjet-printed onto graphene sensors. How-
ever, the graphene sensor response to the polyelectrolyte gate
was different than its response to a standard liquid electrolyte
gate. In comparison, our dual-liquid gate technique offers
a simple approach for testing crosstalk and more closely
emulates the graphene-to-liquid interface that occurs in-vivo.

2) Bandwidth analysis for graphene neurosensors: To
quantify the sensing bandwidth of our system, we measured
the dynamic transconductance of a GFET sensor. We used AM
with a carrier frequency of 79 kHz and applied a pure-tone
sinusoidal voltage signal to the gate, ∆V . The frequency of
∆V was varied from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. When a 10 Hz voltage
signal was applied to the gate, the amplitude of the current
modulation, ∆I , was equal to gdc · ∆V , where gdc is the
dc transconductance (Fig. 3). When a 10 kHz voltage signal
was applied, however, ∆I was slightly less than gdc · ∆V .
To describe this frequency-dependent effect, we define the
dynamic transconductance, gac, such that ∆I = gac∆V . Fig. 5

Fig. 5. Dynamic transconductance of a GFET sensor. The amplitude modula-
tion of the current, ∆I , was measured when a sinusoidal signal of amplitude
∆V was applied to the liquid gate. The ratio ∆I/∆V is normalized by the dc
transconductance, gdc. The experiment used a carrier frequency fc = 79 kHz.

shows the ratio of gac/gdc as the signal frequency is increased.
For comparison, the same experiment was performed using a
commercially available junction field-effect transistor (JFET)
(InterFET 2N4339). The JFET was chosen because it has
similar resistance and transconductance as the graphene FET
at comparable bias levels.

Figure 5 shows a significantly better sensor bandwidth than
previous reports of GFET-based active electrodes. Previous
work found gac/gdc = 0.5 at 1 kHz, and gac/gdc = 0.25 at 10 kHz
[8]. To explain this improved response to higher frequency
signals, consider the parasitic capacitance between the liquid
gate and the SU-8-coated metal electrodes. When an ac voltage
is applied to the liquid gate, there is some current flow through
the parasitic capacitance. Thus, the higher frequency test sig-
nals are attenuated before reaching the graphene sensor. In our
design, the parasitic capacitance is decreased by minimizing
the overlap area between the metal electrodes and the liquid
gate (the overlap area in our device is ∼ 0.03 mm2). If the
voltage signals were generated by neurons, the effective para-
sitic capacitance would be even less because the local voltage
change generated by a neuron only extends ∼100µm from
the neuron. We conclude that the small parasitic capacitance
of our device geometry more closely approximates the small
parasitic capacitance associated with in-vivo measurements of
single neurons. Therefore, near-unity gac/gdc can be expected
for single-neuron recordings in the kilohertz range.

3) Carrier frequency analysis for graphene neurosensors:
To further evaluate the graphene-based FDM sensors, we
investigated constraints on carrier frequency. The maximum
carrier frequency, fmax, affects the number of frequency chan-
nels that can share a single output wire. At high carrier
frequencies, current flows from the graphene sensor into the
liquid electrolyte via capacitive coupling between the graphene
and the liquid. Based on [21], we define a threshold frequency,
fth, at which the graphene-to-liquid current is equal to the
current flowing through the graphene channel. The threshold
frequency is given by fth = (2πRC)−1 where R is the
resistance of the graphene channel and C is the capacitance
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Fig. 6. Measured impedance of GFET for different carrier frequencies. (a)
Magnitude of GFET impedance as a function of frequency. The impedance
changes by less than 10% up to 1 MHz. (b) Phase difference between the
applied source-drain bias and the measured current. The phase difference
reaches about 15◦ at fc = 1 MHz.

between the graphene channel and the liquid. The quantum
capacitance of graphene sets an upper limit for C [22],
[23], and R can be expressed in terms in terms of carrier
scattering time, τ , therefore we find fth > (τv2F )/(4πL

2)
where vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity, and L is the
channel length. Interestingly, this lower bound is independent
of channel width, independent of VG, and independent of
electrolyte composition (note that 4πL2/τv2F corresponds to
the carrier diffusion time for a length of order L). Previous
work on electrolyte gated graphene showed τ ∼70 fs [24],
suggesting that fth > 2.2 MHz when L = 50µm. These theo-
retical considerations also suggest the possibility of operating
liquid-gated GFETs at even higher carrier frequencies when
L < 50µm.

We tested our graphene FET sensors with carrier frequencies
up to 2 MHz, as shown in Fig. 6. Previous authors have
performed similar testing, but at lower frequencies (below 500
kHz) [8], [21]. The drain current, I , was monitored using a
high-bandwidth current amplifier. The ac bias voltage, V , had
an rms amplitude of 0.1 V. The complex-valued impedance,
Z = V/I , is shown in Fig. 6. The phase of the impedance is
zero at low frequency, demonstrating purely resistive behavior.
As the frequency increases to 1 MHz, the magnitude of the
impedance |Z| is stable (changes by less than 10%) and the
phase reaches 15◦. Fig. 6 confirms that carrier frequencies up
to at least 1 MHz can be used to multiplex signals from GFET
sensors (i.e. at 1 MHz most of the current stays in the graphene
channel and is still modulated by changes in the graphene
resistance). This has important consequences for scalability of
the FDM system, as described below.

D. Future Graphene Neurosensor Arrays

To realize graphene-based FDM multiplexing with reduced
wire count, a row and column geometry is required. Each
column of GFETs would receive the same carrier frequency,
while each row of GFETs would be connected to a common
output wire. The signal from each GFET can be uniquely
identified by its row number and carrier frequency, so spatial
resolution is maintained. Prior work has demonstrated the
feasibility of fabricating such row/column arrays [8].

The set of carrier frequencies should be chosen from the
range fmax/2 to fmax so that harmonics produced by the
lower frequencies do not interfere with the higher frequency
bands. With carrier frequencies spaced by 10 kHz, it would
be possible to fit 50 frequency division slots in the range of
500 kHz to 1 MHz. For a square array, 50 columns and 50
rows, a total of 2,500 sensors could be operated with 100
wires using this approach. If more rows were added to the
array, each additional output wire would enable recordings
from 50 additional sensors.

We note that while the fused silica used in our fabricated
prototype is rigid, this can be replaced by a flexible substrate
such as polyimide to make a flexible version of the same
structure for implantable devices [8]. Based on previous work
with polyimide, we do not expect the electrical characteristics
to be meaningfully affected by the choice of substrate. Ad-
ditionally, previous work has demonstrated that the graphene
channel dimensions can be shrunk for higher spatial resolution
(W =L= 20µm) and still detect single neuron firing events
with sufficient SNR (effective gate noise < 30 µV) [11].

III. CONCLUSION

In this work, we evaluated GFET devices for their use
as FDM-based active electrodes for neurosensor readout, for
which we introduced a new testing platform based on dual-
liquid gates that enables independent actuation, mimicking
individual neurons. Using a fabricated 2-channel GFET pro-
totype, we demonstrated multiplexed detection with no ob-
servable crosstalk using signals in the kilohertz band. We
observed minimal performance degradation for signals up to
10 kHz, demonstrating that multiplexed GFETs are capable
of single neuron recordings. We also showed that our liquid-
gated graphene devices retain their resistive behavior when
using carrier frequencies up to 1 MHz, demonstrating sufficient
space in the frequency domain to scale such a GFET-based
FDM system to much larger sensor arrays. While further work
is required to fabricate and characterize large arrays of GFET
FDM sensors, the characteristics of our test devices suggest
that a reasonable target is 2,500 sensors operated with only
100 access wires using this approach.
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